SAE gets the boot from board

ROBBIN SWEDECK

Superintendent

After flying in from Illinois to announce his decision on campus, Sigma Alpha Epsilon headquarters said Wednesday that the UCF chapter of SAE will be "suspended indefinitely," as a result of an alleged hazing incident on Oct. 26. We have closed the chapter at UCF, and this takes effect immediately," said Brandon Weghorst, director of communications for the headquarters.

The incident resulted in three SAE members being rushed to Florida Hospital East. They were released the same night.

The approximately 90 active members of SAE will lose their rights of membership until graduation. From then on, they may petition to be considered students.

"We're just as shocked as everyone else -- it goes against everything we stand for," Weghorst said.

The members of SAE were notified of their suspension status just before the press conference via a letter from Thomas Goodale, the executive director of SAE.

"We plan to make an example of this chapter by revoking membership from a large number of brothers," Weghorst said. "Having will

Still standing

Last Comic Standing

runner-up Ty Barnett comes to Weekadoos

"You just can't beat a good laugh," Ty Barnett said after performing to a sold-out crowd at the Student Union on Monday night.

Barnett, a 26-year-old comedian who was runner-up on Last Comic Standing last year,前段时间 earned $2.6 million and performed at some of the top venues in the country.

After the Tuesday auction hosted by the Student Activities Board, the approximately 90 members of Student Government Association (SGA) will lose their rights of membership until graduation. From then on, they may petition to be considered students.

"We're just as shocked as everyone else -- it goes against everything we stand for," Weghorst said.

The members of SAE were notified of their suspension status just before the press conference via a letter from Thomas Goodale, the executive director of SAE.

"We plan to make an example of this chapter by revoking membership from a large number of brothers," Weghorst said. "Having will

Moffett returns

Senior leads Knights to 26-24 win over Memphis on Saturday -- SEE SPORTS, A11
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DIVA INVASION

Campus group holds sixth production of female impersonation show

KARLENE COLE

Special to the Florida Times-Union

Sponsored by the Student Unions on Texas A&M's campus, any audience to the UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union's comedy production, Diva Inversion, will feel like a woman," said Lauren Stewart, the assistant director of Diva Inversion, to the Nepal Bhutanese women's group in the Student Union's comedy production, Diva Inversion.

Diva Inversion is a free, annual female impersonation show with six performers in the Student Union's comedy production, Diva Inversion.

Diva Inversion is a free, annual female impersonation show with six performers in the Student Union's comedy production, Diva Inversion.

The contest started about four weeks ago and allows American Humanics Student Association at UCF to sponsor the 2006-2007 year. Any student can participate.

The contest consists of three categories: a "greatest mustache" from "scruffy" category, a "greatest pants" from "low brow" category, and "hottest pants" from "low brow" category.
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BREATHING THE LAUGHTER CLOTHESLINE

by KEVIN BARNETT

I'm physically exhausted, but I can't complain. I'm working and I love it. I'm so happy.

-KIMBERLY CANNON

LOCAL WEATHER

TUESDAY

HIGH: 78°
LOW: 55°

WEDNESDAY

MOSLY SUNNY

HIGH: 81°
LOW: 63°

Central Florida Future

The Student Newspaper of UCF since 1958

UP THE ENSAT

Travel to the four corners of the world in the comfort of your home.

4EK Ambassador Conference

Have you heard of 4EK KNIGHTS Ambassadors? It's been quite awhile since we last heard from them.

4EK Hosts Regional Ambassador Conference

4EK Ambassador Conference is for区域性 Ambassadors. Ambassadors will have their annual Fall Conference this week to inform prospective applicants about the role Ambassadors play in the UCF Alumni Association.

Ambassadors are students who lead Black & Gold, work to make a difference in UCF is interested in serving the university and are eager to become an official ambassador. RSVP by calling (407) UCF-ALUMNI today!
NISSAN

Classic Nissan

is Conveniently Located on S.R. 436 between Colonial and University in East Orlando

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5S

• A/C, Auto, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, Daytime Running Lights

Vehicle Claim: 87759

Stk #6L560481

$199

Lease from

***

with $2,600 down

$3,400

Save Up To

OFF MSRP

2006 SENTRA 1.8S

• A/C, Auto, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, Daytime Running Lights

Vehicle Claim: 87759

Stk #6L560067

$12,995

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes


Vehicle Claim: 87759

Stk #6C55B115

$6,000

SAVE UP TO

OFF MSRP

2006 NISSAN XTERRA SE

2006 MOTOR TREND SPORT UTILITY OF THE YEAR.

• A/C, Power Steer Wheel, Power Windows, Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and Power Mirrors, AC, 4WD, Rear View Camera

Vehicle Claim: 87759

Stk #6L584674

$20,995

$299 DOWN

NEW 2007 MAZDA CX-7 SUV

Air Conditioning, Power Accessories, Automatic Dynamic Stability Control, 244 H.P Turbo Charged, ABS Brakes, Side Airbags, 18" Wheels

Vehicle Claim: 87759

Stk #6C246790

$1,700

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NATION & WORLD

Keep current with headlines you may have missed.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The University of Central Florida announces a Public Forum:

"Genocide and Slavery in Sudan"

Author: Escape From Slavery

Date: Thursday, November 16, 2006
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Location: Fairwinds Alumni Center
Grand Ballroom (across from UCF Arena)

This forum is free and open to the public.

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office at 407-823-5195 or gp@ucf.edu.

www.ucflglobalperspectives.org
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Crispers Presents...
Everything You Need to Know About College

LESSON 1: Don't eat cheap food. Eat good food, cheap.

Ah, the joys and wonders of higher education. You'll learn new things, make new intellectual friends, meet new people from all over the world (and maybe even fall in love with some of them). But one of the most important things to learn is how to stay healthy and how to eat well for not a lot of money. Maybe even for free.

Well, you're in luck. There's a Crispers restaurant right near the UCF campus... and that's where you get the free food and $2 off. See? You learned something already.

College isn't all murderburgers and substandard subs. No when you can enjoy Crispers garden-fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked sandwiches, wraps, soups, chowders, gumbos... the list goes on and on. Plus, there's a whole NEW selection of HOT entrees, like flat breads, big baked potatoes, and roasted salads. And the luscious individually sized desserts will bring tears to your eyes, not to mention the sundae, milkshakes, and other frozen treats.

Use the coupons. Come to Crispers. Save on great gourmet food.

Nibblers for Nothing! Purchase any menu item over $4.99 and receive a lap of Crispers Nibblers, FREE!

Save $2 off any single menu item priced over $4.99 - including our new selection of HOT entree items.

UCF Faculty & Staff 15% OFF

ANNUAL BIKE AUCTION

Has Returned...

Tuesday, Nov. 14
11 AM
Student Union

101 Bikes & 12 Schwinn Spinner Elite exercise bikes
BUSH OPENS TO IDEAS FOR IRAQ

President will still oppose a strict troop timetable

By BEN FELLER

New York Times

Responding to a humbling election, White House aides said Sunday that President Bush would welcome new ideas about the unpopular war in Iraq but the administration opposes a Democratic timetable for bringing U.S. troops home.

"We clearly ured a fresh approach," said Josh Bolten, Bush's chief of staff.

The president's top aides told the administration is willing to talk about anything, but added: "I don't think we're going to be receptive to the notion that there's a fixed timetable at which we automatically pull out, because that could be a true disaster for the Iraqi people."

As Bush and his national security team planned to meet today with the bipartisan Iraq Study Group, Democrats said they had demanded a bold change in course.

Democrats won control of the House and the Senate in Tuesday's elections, reducing Bush's final two years in office.

Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan, the incoming chairman of the Armed Services Committee, said that U.S. troops begin coming home in phases within four months to six months.

He and Sen. Jim Biden of Delaware predicted many Republicans would now support such a reaction.

"We're going to urge the president on a bipartisan basis, hopefully, to change course in Iraq by doing a number of things," Levin said. "Not only telling Iraqis that we're not going to be there in an open-ended way, but also to set some milestones so that we can begin to withdraw in four to six months."

Already, military com­manders are re-evaluating strategy under the leadership of Marine Gen. Peter Pace, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Bush, cluing a need for fresh perspective, also has named Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld.

The bipartisan Iraq panel, led by former Secretary of State James A. Baker III and former Democratic Rep. Lee Hamilton of Indiana, is expected to report its recommendations by the end of the year.

Not all Valencia students feel the wealth of 2-year school's facilities

"If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost: that is where they should be. Now put foundations under them." - Henry David Thoreau

The University Writing Center

Come visit us, and we will help you create those foundations.

407.823.2197 www.uwc.ucf.edu

higher test scores guaranteed or your money back

Kaplan provides 1,000 full-length practice tests and 6,000 questions in each of the five sections of the exam.

Exceptional Education World is the leading source of Head Start information and resources for Early childhood professionals, educators and parents.

LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT DAT OAT PSAT SAT

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com

Johnnie Tuftel

Johnnie Tuftel: Author's Children, Philanthropist & Unsing Hero

Johnnie Tuftel is America's Pioneer Handicapsalist, focusing on his abilities and opportunities by developing good habits and working steadily to create a successful life. For Johnnie, it's about capitalizing on a situation by surrounding himself with capable people, taking advantage of his environment, and not letting his disability hold him back.

He is a nationally known motivational speaker, the first person mainstreamed into Michigan schools, and Founder of Alternatives in Motion, a non-profit organization that provides wheelchairs to individuals who do not qualify for other assistance.

To help young persons better understand disabilities and the value of acceptance, Tuftel co-wrote The Gun Lake Adventure Series, a group of six books that feature a fictionalized version of Tuftel named Johnnie Jacobson.
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Two other groups under investigation

not be tolerated, and their actions will suffer conse­quences.

There are 33 members cur­rently living in the SAE house on campus, which is managed by SAE alumni, and any who may be found to violate the rules and the alumni will be held accountable in the process of finding mem­bers other violations occur.

"The university and SAE will work with them to find another housing," Weghorst said.

According to Linda Gray, director of UCF News & Infor­mation, there are almost no vacant residences available on campus for undergraduates to live in if they so choose.

The fraternity's Greek let­ters, and everything else asso­ciated with SAE, will be removed from the house.

There is a possibility that the SAE house will be allowed to be housed, as many other Greek groups are housed on campus.

Witnesses told police that fraternity members and SAE members entered the house and pulled pants down.

According to court docu­ments, the Chi Omega sorority has removed all of the house's furniture and changed locks on the house at the end of November as a precaution against future fraternization.

"We thought [the mustache contest] would be a fun way to do something different," said Ryan Seeger, a member of the AHA.

Aside from designing fundraisers, the AHA is also involved in many service proj­ects. Usually once a month, it works with the Ronald McDon­ald House or the Boys and Girls Club of Central Florida.

Jim Cundiff, the president of AHA at UCF, read about a mustache contest in The New York Times by a group raising money for Give Kids the World and thought it would be fun to have at UCF.

"We thought this would be a fun way to do something different and distinguish ourselves from other student associa­tions," Cundiff said.

The article didn't go into details about how it was received, Cundiff said, so he drafted a proposal and brought it to the students.

The contest then held a vote on WebCT and the musta­che- growing contest was selected out of a group of 6 or so other proposals.

"They liked the idea and then went from there," Cundiff said, "now it's everyone's design."
Study abroad programs explored

Study abroad fair to showcase 16 programs located in 8 countries

MATT MCKINNEY
Contributing Writer

Don’t be surprised to find the Pegram Ballroom transformed into an airport on Wednesday, Oct. 4. The Fall Study Abroad Fair, from 6 to 8 p.m., will feature 16 programs from nine countries, including France, Spain, Italy, and England.

International Studies is hosting its annual study abroad fair. Takeoff With Study Abroad, from 6 to 8 p.m. on Wednesday, will feature 16 programs from nine countries, including Poland, Italy, Spain, and England.

There will be a welcome sign at the entrance showing all the different study abroad programs that will be represented. The fair will be held in the SLC main hall.

Following that will be tables opened up with security tape to represent the security check of an airport. A ticket jack said Maureen Dianna Wilson Mosley, UCF's senior director of international programs, that the fair will be open to non-first-year students.

"We want to make sure that everyone knows that there are many options," she said.

The fair, also open to non-UCF students, will offer programs from at least eight different countries.

Programs will take place at various universities for the food and wine program in France, which takes place over the spring break. Spain will have two language programs, one consisting of a business and culture class and a culture and civilization program. France will have a modern history program.

"The only reason we have these programs is because they have a culture and cuisine and a culture and civilization program," Wilson said.

The UCF Bookstore will display brochures from the World University Waxed Wilson Moorey, OIS program assistant, said, "At $1700, it's a good deal." The World University program will be shown on the big screen of an airport.

Two student travel organizations, STUDS and Conflict, will be represented.

Students interested in this program can find more information through the Student Travel Organization's website.

There are many scholarships offered for students wishing to study abroad. For more information, visit the UCF's website.

The fair will feature the following programs:

- The Premier Award is for students studying in the East and Southeast Asia. The Dividend Scholarship is for those who wish to study the languages and cultures less commonly taught at UCF. The National Scholarship will be awarded to any students at the fair who are American Indian or Alaskan Native.
- The Premier Award is for students studying in the East and Southeast Asia. The Dividend Scholarship is for students who wish to study the languages and cultures less commonly taught at UCF. The National Scholarship will be awarded to any students at the fair who are American Indian or Alaskan Native.

In addition to its spring break program, France will have a summer program, and a language and culture program.

The fair will also feature a trip through the United Kingdom and Ireland, and a trip to the United States.

"Our goal is to bring all the information to the student," Wilson said.

The fair will be a one-stop shop for those who want to study abroad. There will be representatives from Student Financial Aid and Student Health Services to answer questions and accept new passport applications. This will also be the first time ever, the office of the Seminole County Court will be participating in this fair and will be selling "passports." "We are hoping to alleviate some of the stresses that come with passports and travel abroad," Wilson said. "We are also hoping to keep the last-minute stress that comes with passports and travel abroad. Besides, the passport is good for 5 years, so why not get it now?"

However, they will not provide passport renewals as of the Wells Office of Student Life and the Wells Office of Student Life have joined together to provide proof of identity, two identical passport photos on white or off-white background, two checks of $100 each to provide proof of citizenship, and $250 each to purchase citizenship.
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Female impersonators donate time and talent
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100% Guaranteed
You and your wallet will love us!

Inkjet Refills as low as $4.99!
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metroPCS

$40/month for 2 lines of service
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Attention Printer Users: Don't throw away your old cartridges - refill them for less. For more information, call 407-679-2330.

Finally in Orlando

metroPCS

$40/month for 2 lines of service

With this ultimate value plan you can enjoy:

• Unlimited talking
• Unlimited texting
• Unlimited data services
• No contract
• No overage charges
• No hidden fees
• 2GB of data for just $40

Free in Orlando with this plan.

metroPCS.

$50 OFF on the purchase of any 32GB or 64GB Galaxy S4 smartphone

Use code: AOC2014

Available at travel country.

NEVER STOP EXPLORING®
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Moffett comes off bench, has CAREER DAY

Knights prove they won't quit with victory over Memphis

By CHRIS HOYLER

The UCF Golden Knights finally stopped up when matters most, putting together a late scoring drive and a defensive stop to earn their third win of the season, 26-24 over Memphis on Saturday evening.

The Knights were playing for pride and it showed, coming back to win in the fourth quarter despite losing several leads. They won't earn a bowl berth, but they have a chance to build momentum for 2007 in their final two games.

Here's a breakdown of the Knights' first win in over a month.

Why UCF won...

The telling quote: "It's a good win. Anytime you win on the road, it is a good win." Make it a convincing UCF win, that is. It was a good solid game. Obviously, both teams made plays. We made more one more play than they did. It's a good win. It's a conference win. I'm happy for the kids," — UCF head coach George O'Leary. Scoring it was one play that decided the game is pushing it, but it was one drive, and the Knights won because they finally came up with an open-field tackle.

The Knights and Tigers traded haymakers in the 4th quarter, with Memphis hitting a 29-yard touchdown pass from Martin Hanford to Decker Calhoun with 10:40 remaining to give the Tigers their first lead of the game. Moffett answered back by pulling out one of the magic that made them such a good team last year.

Jason Peters and Phillip Smith carried the ball a combined 12 times on a drive that lasted more than seven minutes and resulted in a game-winning 18-yard field goal by Michael Torres, the second of the season and a cap on a 4-yard, 15-play, 77-yard drive for the signaled score.

Peters and Smith were carrying the load in place of sophomore Kevin Smith, who suffered an apparent hand/wrist injury in the fourth quarter. Where he left the game, Smith had already done 60 minutes worth of work, carrying the ball 28 times for 90 yards.

Moffett’s two TDs give UCF 26-24 win

MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Steven Moffett threw for 30 yards and two touchdowns and Michael Torres kicked three second-half field goals to lead UCF to a 26-24 victory over Memphis on Saturday.

Torres kicked the game-winning, 18-yard field goal with 4:06 remaining in the fourth quarter, his third of the game and third of the season for Memphis. Head coach George O'Leary has been relegated to backup behind Kyle Israel, played the entire game and played conference after completing his first nine passes, leading to UCF's early 34-0 lead. His 399 yards were just short of his career-high of 32 against Akron in 2004.

Rocky Ross and Mike Walker were the top UCF receivers on the night; both catching six passes — Ross for 115 yards and Walker for 120.

Prior to his game-winning kick, Torres had booted field goals of 36 and 35 in the second half to break a 24-24 tie at the half. Torres' four field goals tied a UCF record.

Memphis quarterback Martin Hanford completed 27 of 46 passes for 373 yards and three touchdowns.

The teams were tied 15-15 at halftime, but Memphis scored four touchdowns in the first quarter to win.

At one point Memphis consumed eight straight for Memphis.

Moffett started for the Nurses in the fourth quarter, after completing his first nine passes for 393 yards.

That helped UCF leap up to its standard of scoring fast with two touchdowns in the first two possessions.

Both scoring drives were under four minutes. The Knights entered the game with only four of their 29 touchdowns drives for less than 150 yards longer than four minutes.

Both marches culminated in Moffett touchdown passes. The first from 29 yards in 1:26, the other for 3 yards to Shane Smith and an early 44-yard lead for the Knights.

Game Notes

Steve Moffett starts:

Senior Steve Moffett started for the first time since Oct. 12 and played his first complete game since Sept. 20 loss to Southern Mississippi. Head coach George O'Leary said that he Moffett's impressive performance in the week's practice started him the start.

Walker, Memphis Ranger:

With his two catches on the opening drive, wide receiver Mike Walker has caught a pair in 28 straight games. He has caught a cache in the game, which gives him 169 for his career, good for fourth in UCF career receptions.

Torres ties record:

Said senior Michael Torres tied a UCF record with four field goals in the game. Matt Prater was the last to accomplish the first, doing so against UCLA on Nov. 12, 2005.

UCF senior quarterback Steve Moffett throws for 119 yards and two touchdowns in Saturday's 26-24 win over Memphis.

UCF senior quarterback Steve Moffett looks for 119 yards and two touchdowns in Saturday's 26-24 win over Memphis.
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Stay covered with the latest scoops on sports in the Central Florida area.

OrlandoSentinel.com/sportsbuzz
The Knights entered this year with a high level of confidence backed by the expectations of a Conference USA Championship from the media and fans.

Now that UCF is on the cusp of a bowl game, a lot of guys are feeling really good about the way they are playing, especially offensively, and with new school starting placekicker Dulce Guzman.

That's why these next two games are so critical. If UCF is going to be honest, they're not going to play their best, but they have to show they can play respectable football to keep the fans excited about the season.

The game ball... 

Telling quote: "I think we have a lot of respect for them in our locker room," UCF coach George O'Leary said about the Blazers. "I think we have a lot of respect for them in our locker room."
The bowl championship system that has become the standard in college football is more than just a recent phenomenon. It has roots that go back to the early 20th century, when the idea of a national championship was first proposed. The system has evolved over the years, with different formats and rules being tested. The current system, which consists of four bowls and a championship game, was introduced in 2014. It has been met with mixed reactions, with some fans and analysts praising it for its fairness and excitement, while others criticize it for its complexity and lack of transparency. Despite these debates, the system continues to be the standard for determining the national champion in college football.

In addition to the bowl championship system, there are other avenues for teams to compete for national championships. The College Football Playoff, which was established in 2014, is a four-team playoff system that was designed to replace the previous system of bowl games. The Playoff has been praised for its simplicity and fairness, but it has also been criticized for its selection process and lack of transparency.

Another avenue for national championships is the Division I Football Championship, which is organized by the NCAA. This championship is open to any college football team that meets the eligibility requirements, and it is considered to be the most prestigious level of college football. The championship game is held at Raymond James Stadium in Tampa, Florida, and it is an exciting event that draws a large audience.

In conclusion, the history of national championships in college football is a fascinating one, with many different formats and systems being tested over the years. The current system, which includes the bowl championship, Playoff, and Division I Football Championship, is likely to continue evolving in the future, as the sport of college football continues to grow and change.
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U.S. democracy: a thing of beauty

It's the wake of the Midterm Milstone, so they're parading it. Those called it, the voters have spoken their thesis that has changed America's political leadership. We were unhappy with the war. We were unhappy with President Bush. We were unhappy with the scandal that has plagued the Republican Party in recent years. This is something to be proud of. This tremendous change in power could mean a change in policy in the U.S. during the coming years.

For the first time in 12 years, the Democrats have garnered a majority in both houses of Congress. For the first time in 12 years, there are more Democrat governors than Republican governors.

And Donald Rumsfeld, the man who was doing a job of a "left" in Iraq, resigned from office in the wake of a backlash from the ongoing criticism of his work. The war was a mess. It was not as efficient as the administration had promised it would be. It was not as cost-effective as they had promised it would be. It was not as peaceful as they had promised it would be.

Well, things are changing. In Washington there could be a chance to fix Iraq. Only one or two solutions to the war pull out now or can't be made. There are options that the war is won. And in this cleaning, the nation will have to make a decision. It would be a huge victory to have the war end. And in this country, we want to see the war end. And in this country, we want to see the war end.

This election was a stark reminder to those in power about the American people. It was an even stronger reminder of what we as citizens can do. We can take that action. We can take that action.

Global criticisms do not add up

Global opinions toward American leaders have just turned up for the past several years. On one hand, I want to remind the world that we are one of the great powers and that the world is looking to us for our actions. And on the other hand, it's not exactly fun to hear these things.

I think that pretty much says it all. For American tourists to stay on the same level and show the American people off as Canadians. But at the same time, I'm worried about what will happen when we go overseas this winter. It's even gotten to the point where I've been angry at the Bush administration for some recent actions. And then I started to really listen to many of the things that the world community is saying, and of which I haven't add up.

One of the things that angers me the most about this topic is much of the hatred aimed at America is misunderstanding. Most people would agree that the U.S. does some things around the world that doesn't make sense, and I think that there is often a moral obligation to help others and make a difference.

On the other hand, it's not exactly fun to hear these things. You have to love the way that people are talking about the world. I did...
In case the whole superstar thing doesn’t work out.

☆ part-time jobs
☆ internships
☆ after grad careers

Be the first to brag about your new job... and sign up for the cbcampus e-newsletter now!

Where students are the first priority.
Student Government Association

A&SF Budgets

A&SF Budget Requests for student organizations registered with the Office of Student Involvement are now available. Over $12 million in student dollars available for Student Organizations. Budget Requests are for fiscal Year 2007-2008 (dates July 1, 2007-June 30, 2008)

BUDGETS ARE DUE: December 1st

Funds are available for student organizations registered with the Office of Student Involvement. Please visit the SGA website for complete forms.
For more information about Activity & Service fee funding, please check the SGA Web site

Contact Info:
Ryan Marlar, SGA Comptroller: sga_comp@mail.ucf.edu
Rafael Padron, A&SF Budget Committee Chair: sga_asf@mail.ucf.edu
Alex Masic, A&SF Budget Committee Vice Chair: sga_vasf@mail.ucf.edu

SGA.UCF.edu
Amber Diagnostics is Hiring!

Full & Part Time positions available immediately:

- Dispatch/Tele marketed
- Sales Associates
- Sales/Staff Assistant
- Accounting Assistant

Candidates must be enthusiastic with good communication skills.

Visit our website for more information.

Attention: UCF STUDENTS

EARN FULL TIME PAY WORKING PART-TIME HOURS
$8 to $15/Hour Average

Working with top companies across the nation, we provide the best business training and mentorship opportunities for our part-time staff.

Full Time
8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday - Friday

Part Time
9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday - Friday

Flexible Schedules

Call for open positions:
407-447-4555
www.kenewsrap.com/classifieds

BLOODY DONORS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH PROGRAM

Red Cross Orlando Blood Center, a division of the American Red Cross, is seeking donors for a new research program investigating the role of blood plasma in the development of new medical treatments. Donors are needed to donate blood plasma for research purposes. Interested donors can contact the Red Cross Orlando Blood Center at 407-658-4047.

Please call Dianne @ 407-658-4047.
Kids Together Orlando
State of the Art Child Care Facility
S.E. Orlando
Waterford Lakes/UCF Area

Bus Driver
Assistant Teacher / Housekeeper
Experience Preferred

Please call Dianne @ 407-658-4047.

Kids Together Orlando
State of the Art Child Care Facility
S.E. Orlando
Waterford Lakes/UCF Area

Bus Driver
Assistant Teacher / Housekeeper
Experience Preferred

Please call Dianne @ 407-658-4047.
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1. Find the fake classified ad each Monday in the Central Florida Future.
2. Enter online at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/spotsheetsp

SPOT THE SPOOF AND WIN FREE PIZZA!

1. Find the fake classified ad each Monday in the Central Florida Future.
2. Enter online at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/spotsheetsp

SUKO

3 5 6 2
1 8 9 1 3
4 0 7 8 9
6 9 7 0 2
2 1 3 7 9
1 2 5 7 9
8 9 7 3 9
3 7 3 9 5
4 2 8 9 5

CROSSWORD

1. Or 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. nothing

2. Transformer or more

3. A system for identifying

4. A system for identifying

5. A system for identifying

6. A system for identifying

7. A system for identifying

8. A system for identifying

SOLUTION

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds.

Have Good Credit?
$33,000 REWARD
In 30 Days for Good Credit.
No Work Required
407-466-4718
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Search no more! At long last, a place you can call your home away from home. At Cabana Key, you'll feel confident that you're getting a quality home, in a superb location at the best possible price.

**THE RIGHT PRICE.**
FROM THE $100s.

**THE RIGHT LOCATION.**
- Just minutes to UCF
- Located in Tuscaloosa
- Minutes to major expressways
- Shopping & dining just minutes away

**THE RIGHT QUALITY.**
- Brand new carpeting
- Brand new countertops
- Brand new Whirlpool appliances
- Brand new ceramic tile baths, kitchens and entryways

**THE RIGHT PLACE FOR YOU!**
- Resort-style pool and newly renovated clubhouse
- Outdoor grilling areas
- Relaxed, Key-West style architecture
- Lush, tropical landscaping
- Much more

$1,000 Rooms to Go Gift Card**
with the purchase of a Cabana Key Condo

**CABANA KEY**
CONDOMINIUMS
3780 Idlebrook Circle,
Casselberry, FL 32707

www.cabanakey.com | (407) 739-9018